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ABSTRACT
 

Simple formulas for direct pair production are derived from the general 

equation for inelastic lepton scattering. Applications to energy loss by high-energy 

muons are discussed. 

By now everyone is familiar with the general formula for inelastic scattering by 

muons or electrons. 1 

(1 ) 

E is the energy of the incident muon of mass m which scatters through angle e , 
losing energy v to a virtual photon of invariant mass - q2. The final energy of the 

muon is E-v and the four momentum of the photon is 

2 2
2

q2 = 4E (E-v) sin ~ + ~ (2)
2 E(E-v)' 

The structure functions W ( v , q2) and W ( v , q2) can be related to the cross
2 1

section for virtual photon interactions with the target nucleus. 2 

2 
-q-rr:«.Jv-+q

W:: _1 2 (1. 
( 3) 

q__ 
1 2 2 24Tra~ 

where "r and cr
L 

are the cross sections for transversely and longitudinally polarized 

virtual photons of energy v and four momentum q2 Therefore, these formulas all 

taken together relate any electroproduction process to its corresponding photopro

duc tion process. In the limit q2 - 0 this relation is exact. 

lim 
2 

q - 0 
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where U y{Y l is the photoproduction cross section for real photons of energy Y. 

It is interesting to apply this formalism to the processes of direct pair pro

duction, ... + Z - ... + Z + e + + e - or ... + Z - ... + Z + ...+ + ...-. 

These processes can be calculated exactly, but the calculations are extremely 

tedious. 3 In addition, because we know the correct answer we can check any assump

tion we make in trying to relate 'T (Y, II to UyIY) for l +O. 

The cross section for producing a pair of particles of mass IIlz by an incident 

real photon of energy Y on a nucleus of charge Z is well known to all 4 and can be put 

into a simple form so that it applies to both muon and electron pairs. 
2 

(4)uy(Y) =( ~ )\52 "'b~ In 6.~m2' 
m 2 

m... is the muon mass and m is the mass of the particles produced so that the2 
11m2 

dependence of the cross section is explicitly exhibited. If you ask why the cross 

section depends on m -2 instead of some other parameter, it turns out to be related 

to the minimum value of the lepton propagator which is proportional to m 2 For pair 

+ 

production by virtual photons, the minimum value of the lepton propagator goes like. 
2.

q2 + m Thus it seems to be a reasonable assumption to take the virtual photon pair 

production cross section as 

In-Y
- - •

6.7 m 2 

Note that with this assumption the ratio 

2 1 
~(Y, q )/uy(Y) = 2 2' 

1+q 1m2 
2which

This acts like a slowly varying form factor with cutoff parameter K =m 2 
will cut off integrals over q2 when l gets too high, i, e., l» ,,2 

Substituting all this into our original formula and assuming '\,« 'T' we find 

the differential cross section for direct production of a pair of mass m 2 by an 

incident particle of mass m ... 
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(5 ) 

If we assume that vZ » qZ and we integrate over qZ. we obtain the interesting 

formula 

dcr ~ 0 (v) a [v}, ( 6)
dv v 'I 

where 

o (v) is the famous virtual radiator which traces its ancestry back to Weizsacker 
Z,

and Williams 5 and is interpreted as the total probability of virtual photon emission 

by the incident lepton. 

One could now integrate de/dv to find the total trident cross section or v dcr/dv 

to find the energy loss due to tridents, but since we want simple formulas, we first 

rewrite the differential cross section in a simpler form assuming v Z» qZ 

l cr a 1 1 ( v vZ) cr'l(v ) 
aqZaV ~:;;;;;- 1-"E\EZ 1+ll!'>Z' (7) 

Z
For direct pair production liZ ~ m but in fact it turns out that this formula is

Z 6 Z.
rather general and even work for nuclear interactions if you take liZ = 1/3 GeV

Now. the integral over l is especially simple and we find 

6(v) = ~( 1_~ +...L) InrH liZ ~ ~ - 1']. (8)
1T E ZE Z l m/ v \-;;- j 

For all cases in tridents except fJ. + Z - fJ. + Z + e + e. the logarithm term is 

slowly varying so we can replace its energy dependence by a constant value which we 

guess 
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We the n can easily in1egra1e over v to find the	 total trident cross section 
Z) 
z 

atE) = ~ In _E_(ln_E__ ~)ln(1 +Z m (~)\.5Z IJ.b mIJ.Z. (9)
Z1T 6.7m 6.7m Z 2 6 2

Z Z fi m
1 Z 

This cross section is plotted in Fig. 1 along with an older formula due to Bhabha and 
8

Block

The Bhabha formula seems high by a factor of 4 to 7. Also shown is an exact calcu
9lation of muon tridents in carbon. This agrees quite well with our formula from 

5 to 500 GeV, but our formula is about 30% below the exact value throughout the 

entire interval. 

The case of direct electron pair production by muons is slightly tricky to 

evaluate, but it is most relevant for N AL since it contributes to the energy loss of 

high-energy muons. For this case we use f.L as the muon mass and m as the electron 

mass. The virtual radiator then becomes 

Il( v ] = ~ (1 _~ +L )In 11 + m Z ~ (~ - 1)1 ( 10) 
1T E ZE Z l" IJ.Z v v
 

Z

because m // is so small, the logarithm term is not slowly varying but rather is 

equal to 

1 + m 
m z ~(~-1)]::: 

Z 
~("~-1)[ 2 \V 2 v v ' 

IJ. IJ. 

as long as 
v m 1 
"E" ;!" ZOO' 

Hence, we break up our integration into two regions 

in which we assume that the above approximation is good, and 

Em> v > 2m 
IJ. 

in which the logarithm is again slowly varying. It turns out that the latter region can 

be ignored. 

The virtual radiator then becomes 

ZE 
(11 ) 
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We only need to carry the leading term, and if we calculate the cross section, we find 

E2 
da a (~2 v- = - 1.52 IJ.b - In -- . (12)
dv 1T 6 3 6.7m 

v 

Thus, while the formula for direct pair production by muons is qutte simple. it 

is also quite divergent. We are saved because the logarithm in the virtual radiator 

cuts off the lower bound of v at v IE = ralv: The total pair production cross section 

can be found by integration and turns out to be 

Z)2 2 E 
a . (E)=!!...- (- 1.52 1J.b L In ' ( 13)
pair 21T 6 m2 4. 1 u e-

Two things are worth noting about this formula. First of all, electron pair pro

duction by muons is comparable to electron pair production by electrons, both of 
2. 

these processes going like 11m The reason is that both cross sections are cut off 
2

by A z: m", but the muons have high enough energy so that they can still radiate a 

substantial number of photons with q2 « l\2 A second thing to note is that the total 

pair production cross section by muons is substantially larger than their bremsstrahlung 

cross section. 

2 
(E) = 1.95 b(Z\ In 1.43E (14)

"brem IJ. 67 IJ.' 

a. 7"}pair;: r;: 40 (15) 
"brem 18;r m 2 . 

However, in spite of the fact that the pair production cross section is larger 

than the bremsstrahlung cross section, the average energy loss per collision by pair 

production is ~ than the energy loss by bremsstrahlung. 

Using Eq. (12) we can find 

< v > -=fEv ~~ dv, 

"mIn 

for pair production which is the average energy loss per nucleus. <v> is related 

to dE/dx by the number of nucleii per gl cra 2, 

dE NO 
- dx = A <v> . 

For pair production by muons, we find 

_ Q rZ\2 Eu E 
(16)<v>pair -;r .'6) 1.52 IJ.b m In 2.51J.· 
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The bremsstrahlung energy loss is given by the well known formula 

<v>brem = 1.95 ....b(~Z E(ln 5~~~/3 -~). (17) 

so that ignoring the slight difference in logarithms we get the neat relation 

<v> . 
~ = Z-.'!l: =0.37. (18)
<v>brem 9 'IT m 

Our result for the energy loss in direct pair production seems to differ signifi
10 

cantly from that calculated by Mando and Ronchi who obtained 

<v> . =.'! (~)z 9.4Z ....b E .... In _E_
pair 1T \6 m 16.Z..... 

As I see it, there are three ways to resolve this discrepancy. The first is to use the 

virtual radiator without expanding the logarithm [i. e., use Eq , (1 0) instead of (11») 

to find the differential cross section valid for all values of v 

v d" = .'! (1- ~ +2 )In [1 +m
Z ~(~ _ 1)] (~)Z 1.5Z ....b L In _v_, (19 ) 

dv 1T E 2E2 ....2 v v 6 m2 6.7m 

and then integrate this exactly. This method, however, is still sensitive to our 

original assumption. The second method is to integrate the exact cross section, and 

the third way is to perform a good experimental measurement. It is hoped that the 

first two methods can be tried shortly. The third method will have to wait until a 

500-BeV proton hits a beam dump but will hopefully be performed shortly thereafter. 

The results presented in this note show in a concise form that the energy loss 

and straggling by direct pair production is fundamentally different than that due to 

bremsstrahlung because the differential energy loss probability is peaked towards 

small energy loss in pair production. 11 

d"pair 1 
v dv - Z' 

v 

While it is fiat for bremsstrahlung, 

d"brem 
v-d-v-- - constant. 

It is hoped that the simple formulas presented here will somehow be of help in under

standing the problem of energy loss and straggling of high-energy muons via direct 

pair production. 
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11Not e that we can use} da/dv to find 

<v> . 
parr

<v> 
a . parr
 

and we can define a parameter
 

which must be related to the straggling, and then we find 

2 
zm (tn!il-Z)

2 
~ 

or 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of formulas given in the text for direct pair production (solid 
line) to the exact calculation (data points) and the BHABHA formula (broken line). 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of energy loss via bremsstrahlung and direct pair production for 

500-GeV muons on carbon. 




